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RE: Withdrawal of Specific Exemption Request Dated May 26, 2005 for Western
Nuclear Inc.'s Active Groundwater Corrective Action Program

Dear Mr. Nelson:

i By this letter, Western Nuclear, Inc. (WNI) hereby provides the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commniission (NRC) Staff with notice of its intention to withdraw its
application foria specific exemption from 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A,;Criterion 5
requirements dated May' 26;,'05.- WNI reserves the right to re-file this request a:
should NRC Staff's reviev'o6WNI's October 29' 1999 Final Site.Closure Plan (FSCP)
and request for license termination fail to be approved by the time it will become
necessary to commence active groundwater corrective action in 2006.

However, despite the withdrawal of its specific exemption request, WNI notes for
the record its response to a portion of NRC Staff's recent request for additional
information (RAI) dated June 10, 2005. In WNI's judgment, NRC Staff's letter confuses
the evaluation of alternatives to WNI's active GWCAP in the context of its FSCP with
the evaluation of alternatives with respect to WNI's specific exemption request. With
respect to the active GWCAP and the FSCP, the alternatives to achieve site closure and
license termination have been considered in detail in the FSCP and are separate and
distinct from the specific exemption request. A summary of the alternatives developed
and evaluated is presented in Sections 3 and 4 of the main text of the FSCP. Details of
the alternatives developed and their evaluation process are presented in Appendix H of
the FSCP entitled Corrective Action Alternatives Evaluation, which discusses the
technologies screened that ultimately resulted in'the four short-lik;ted alternatives. These
short-listed alternatives Were: evaluated in considerable detail, which resulted in the
selection of WNI's pro6p'oe'd preferred alterniitive. 'The detailed evaluation of the four
short-listed alternatives deffionstrates that the chosen Wternative optimally protects
public health, safety and the environiment and satisfies both the ALARA and
environmental imripact analyses processes.'' WNI's proposed FSCP is still under NRC
Staff consideration, and WNI is awaiting a final decision on the preferred alternative.



.

WNI's recent specific exemption request is, in WNI's view, an action that is
wholly separate and distinct from the FSCP and the decommissioning alternatives
proposed and evaluated therein. WNI's GWCAP was initiated prior to the
commencement of the decommissioning process and should not be considered as an
alternative to, or part and parcel of, the FSCP or the decommissioning process. While it
is true that the grant of a specific exemption would have served to accelerate reclamation
of site evaporation ponds, WNI's request was not proposed as an alternative to, or a
critical component of, the FSCP or as a request for amendment orthe FSCP. WNI's
active GWCAP was initiated prior to the submission of its FSCP and to the initiation of
the decommissioning process. Additionally, licensees engaging in active licensed
operations often operate GWCAPs to maintain compliance with 10 CFR Part 40,
Appendix A, Criterion 5 requirements.

The specific exemption request sought to utilize a regulatory mechanism by
which NRC Staff potentially could allow cessation of the active GWCAP without
violating NRC regulations, because the active GWCAP is not restoring groundwater to
relevant site water quality standards, the regulatory purpose for which it was initiated.
Thus, WNI believes that NRC Staff's RAI requesting an evaluation of alternatives to the
specific exemption request is not appropriate or relevant to such a request. Citation to the
relevant portions of the FSCP and other materials in the record to support the specific
exemption request will be included in any re-filed specific exemption request, but the
only relevant alternatives appear to be approval or denial.

In any event, although WNI recognizes that it did not request a categorical
exclusion, the fact that NRC Staff addressed the issue sua sponte suggests that such a
request is not a requirement for it to be considered. WNI disagrees with NRC Staff's
conclusion that its specific exemption request would not'qualify ;or a categorical
exclusion under 10 CFR § 51.22. 10 CFR § 51.22(c)(ll) specifically allows for
categorical exclusions for "[issuance] of amendments to licenses for fuel cycle plants and
radioactive waste disposal sites... which are administrative, organizational, or procedural
in nature.. .provided that (i) there is no significant change in the types or significant
increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, (ii) there is no
significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure, (iii)
there is no significant construction impact, and (iv) there is no significant increase in the
potential for or consequences from radiological accidents."

NRC's NUREG-1748 entitled Environmental Review Guidance for Licensing
Actions Associated with NMSS Programs provides additional guidance regarding Part
51.22(c)(I 1) categorical exemptions. NUREG-1748, Section 2.2.5 states: "the license
amendment must involve routine and minor types of changes that do not significantly
alter the previously evaluated environmental impacts associated with the licensed
operation, and the amendment must not affect the scope or nature of the licensed
activity." In addition, Section 2.2.5 states, "[t]his CATX does not apply to the approval
of decommissioning activities or decommissioning plans."
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WNI asserts that its specific exemption request meets the criteria for a part
51.22(c)(1 1) categorical exclusion. WNI's specific exemption request is administrative
or procedural in nature. NRC Staff's RAI specifically refers to the nature of its review as
"administrative rather than technical." Further, NRC Staff already has completed the
technical reviews necessary to determine that the active GWCAP is not adequate to
restore site groundwater quality to existing standards, although NRC Staff states that they
require references to appropriate documents in the record to "verify" technical
statements. Given that VWNI's specific exemption request is intended to address this
administrative obstacle, the nature of this specific exemption request is properly
"administrative." Should re-filing of its specific exemption request become necessary,
WNI is prepared to demonstrate that its request meets these requirements.

As stated above, WNI requests that its specific exemption request be withdrawn
and provides notice that it will re-file such-a-request should NRC Staff's FSCP review
not be complete by the time it is necessary to re-initiate the active GWCAP in 2006.
Please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 496-0780 if you have any questions. Thank
you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

* Gl thony J. Thomp vs on, Esj 4}~
Christopher S. Pugy sq.
COUNSEL TO WESTERN NUCLEAR, INC.
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